
  

BLENDER TEXTURE

I would like to know
.who to apply a

.texture to a scupty

Wow good question, you have
.a week-end for it???

I learn fast with my magic wan!

Hello gimisa

Salut

FRANCAIS AU VERSO



  

BLENDER TEXTURE

Yes a mushroom 
I collected this morning

A fresh sculpty that is 
.even better

Its not to eat but to 
.apply a texture!!!

You have you scupty

Ok then we start blender and
.import your scupty from its 
.UVmap



  

BLENDER TEXTURE

In the UVimage window 
1)menu image/
         Open your scupty map image
2)menu image
      /chose import image as scupty
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BLENDER TEXTURE

It does not work !!

You have to apply the Multires 
.before you can run the macro

.and transfor the image to a Mesh object. 

So I apply Mutlires 
.simply by pressing this button



  

BLENDER TEXTURE

I can import a scupty like that?

Yes any scupty 
UVimage will import

My mushroom is reverse?!!

Notice how the windows
.are organised. 

.top view, Camera view,
.UVimage and tool

Also object mode
.and solid and texture

.views for the two
.window respectively



  

BLENDER TEXTURE

Yes,  Yes, Yes

Ok I have a mesh object
.of my mushroom now, what is

.next?

Since we have a mesh object, 
.anything we say now also apply

.to texturing any meshes

That means I can reuse this methode 
.for futur mesh object I would like to use in SL

.or any object in general?

Great let do it!

With blender there is many ways
.to do things. What I will show you
.is the AMA way. 



  

BLENDER TEXTURE
What is my name doing with this?

Making fun, whatever the methode 
.we need to think first as to how we
.want to texture the object.

I have two image. I was thinking of texturing
.the top and the bottom of the mushroom

Ok you have to think of texturing, as pasting the picture on your 
.object. It will be correcly texture when viewed from the angle of the 
.picture. In this case seeing the mushroom from top will show
.correcly with the top pic. The same from bottom. The side view will
 not be as great.Texturing is a compromise with the number of pic you have 



  

BLENDER TEXTURE

In UVimage window
.open and get your 
.two images. 
We now have three
images total. The two
.texturing and the
.scupty map

How do I load my texture pictures in blender



  

BLENDER TEXTURE

We have two image to map. Lets do two UVtexture

Ok loaded
Now the fun begins. We will apply the texture
.using a UVmap

Like my scuplty we will associate
.the mesh with the picture?

Exacly, the UVMap is a mapping of the mesh surface
In U, V coordinate instead of regular 3D x,y,z. 
In our case we will do a projection of the mesh. 
Doing the reverse of what a camera do with the picture. Here we 
.take a mesh and project it on the picture. 

Chee that look complex.

As complex as pushing a button two times!!!



  

BLENDER TEXTURE

No, we will link it to the 
UV Texture later

Look
1) I clic on botton NEW
2) I give my Uvmap the name  top
3) Do it again clic NEW
4)  Name your new Uvmap bottom
5)  Activate the Top Uvmap by
     .pressing the side botton

What about the image in the 
.Uvimage does it matter?
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BLENDER TEXTURE
And now what?

Yes this is a clever idea!!.
.cause then it does not matter

.which mesh goes with UVimage. 
Let see how we do it.

That is why you call it Ama methode
.cause I was asking why not make two

.UVtexture if we have two images?

We have to tell blender that 
.the image correspond to the 

.meshes  



  

This is a bit difficult but follow the numbers.
We are working with the bottom Uvimage(0)
1)In  the left window select the edit  mode and F9.
2)Manipulate the view of the left window until you see the bottom of the mushroom.
3) In the Uvimage window select the corresponding image. 
4) Select the edition mode in the left window. 
5) Select all the meshes. You can be more precise if you want. 
Make sure you select at least any mesh that would be seen from
.the bottom of the mushroom. Work with the 3D view. Dont change
.the view on the left window. We want to project from that view. 
6)In the left window,  in menu mesh /  uvunwrap / project from view. 
7) In the Uvimage will appear a grid representing the mesh you have
Selected as seen form the angle of view. In the Uvimage window
You can Grab and Scale the mesh to fit the image. 
8) I suggest you use the sync tool. So your meshes are always selected
.in sync with your Uvimage.
9)Take a look at the 3D view. It will show the whole mushroom textured
.with the bottom image. At least the mesh you want shall show ok.  
NB :At this stage you can edit the objet in left window and use a background image
.to best fit the object with the Uvimage  and then repeat .step 5 on to obtain
             the best possible fit.
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BLENDER TEXTURE
Oh la la, 

I dont get it?

I have say 6 image representing the 6 faces of
.my dice
I select the total cube I dont care what is what
I create 6 UVimages, by turning my view of cube 6 times
.to be facing the cube faces. I project the face on each of the 
.Uvimages.  

I have 6 Uvtextures. and 6 Uvimages
.well fitted. But then when are we telling

.which mesh is which texture. 

Ok let say we want
.to texture a dice. 

There is easier way.
But to illustrate
.ama methode.
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I play smart and
I try F12 (render)

I dont see my texture yet?

We have created a link between
.mesh UVtext and Uvimag. 

But we need to apply that link
.to the mesh

Chee???

We will apply material to the mesh to create that link.
A lot of tutorial do the opposit. The material is generic
.and the UVTex is specific. Ama method your idea 
.uses the material to specify the mesh to texture. 



  

I work in object mode and in edit (F9)

Create 3 materials, press new 3 times

You cannot name them here. 
The first material you create

.is assign all the object meshes

Assign, you mean that I will
.select which mesh receive 

.which materiel.

Yes this is the Ama bright idea
Its easy here to assign the mesh

If I make a mystake in selecting
.my meshes its easier to go back
.and correct material then UVtext.



  

1) in edit mode and F9
2) You can move you mushroom as you like to select all the faces to
    Apply the top image to. 
3) Then select link and materiel tab. Click on assign.   
     Take note of the material name. 
The Uvimage and the UVtext selected at this time has no meaning.
Dont worry about them. We will establish the material link to them later

So how do I proceed???
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What is interesting about material is that one and only 
.material exist for each mesh. So when you assign
.a materiel to a mesh it replaces the previous materiel. 
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I have to  do it for
.the bottom too And for the shaft use the third 

.material i told you to create
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Done three material

.all the mushroom mesh
.are assign

Oh yes I see. The UVimage
.UVtext and the meshes and 
.the material will all be linked.

But what do you do with
.the third material I have only

.two Uvimage and UVtext

Well Well Well good. We now
.will name the materiel and 
.link it to an image and a UVtext

A little supprise!!!



  

1) In object mode and F5 
2) Material button
3) Tab link and pipeline
    Rename the materials you have
    Use for the top , Top
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Wiht the top material selected
In the preceeding screen. 

Clic on add and name the 
Texture TOP.
Whe now have a material TOP
.and a texture TOP. 

In the MAP INPUT tab clic UV button
And type in the name of the UVText
Top. If you spell it wrong the field
become red when you leave it. 
You just create your material to Uvtext
link

1) Select the texture button 
2) Tab texture, Select the top texture
3) Select  type image
4) load the top image
You just created your material to 
.image link.
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1)Redo it for bottom objec mode and F5 
2)Material button 
3) Tab link and pipeline select the material
   .you have assign to the bottom
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Now with the material bottom

Clear any existing texture
Then add and name texture
Bottom. 

Here too in map tab clic UV
.and in the UV field input Bottom
.the name of the Uvtext.  

1) Select the texture button.
2) Tab texture, select texture bottom
3) Select texture type image
4)  load  the bottom image
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Now the bottom



  

And what about the suprise
I love supprises!!

Well we have no image for the foot of the mushroom. 
I will apply a plain color matching the mushroom color.  
This show you that with material you have 
.the control over the resulting texture of your mushroom. 
You could even apply transparency and create what 
.would appears as hole in the scupty doing this. 

So for the third material, I name it foot, and I 
.use the material color picker to take a 
.sample of the mushroom color.
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Now

Now render (F12). Dont forget
.you need a camera and lights
.to render.
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Wow yes yes yes

Great but we are not there
yet.

Oh what is left.

Now we have a mesh mushroom
Textured. But we want an image
.to apply to second life scupty.



  

We need to bake to produce an image. 
1) In edit mode and , F9 select all the
    Mushroom.
2) Select in the tab mesh the UVscupty
     UVtexture
3) In the  UVimage menu select new. 
    rename your image and use default settings
4) Then bake render use texture only
Pay attention that the image in UVimage
.stay the one you want to create as new
5) menu image , save you image 
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It shows
the mushroom textured

when completed correcly?



  

Yes when the bake is complete you 
Shall see you mushroom textured on the
.screen. Blender uses the active UVText and
.the active UVimage to texture the object on
.the screen. 

Yessss



  

I can upload it now?

Heu,  Yes but you better
Not.  :(
See those black area. 
That is NO GOOD!



  

Not you. The sculpty
.to mesh conversion. 
See that at the poles

I have done
Something wrong???

1) In edit mode and F9
2) select the pole area
3) tab mesh tool set smooth
4) Do that for the other pole
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How?
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See!!!

We will have a bit of fun. 

6) render (F12)
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Ya now its good to load
.in second life and

.texture my mushroom

Redo a bake
.in edit mode F9 all mesh 
selected.. 
Pay attention to chose the 
proper image in the Uvimage
window.
.save you image.

Nice but I want
.my texture !
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SOMMAIRE
1)Import the scupty using the macro in UVimage menu 

2) Load in the images to be use for texture in UVimage 

3)Create as many UVmap as there is images.

4) UV unwrap from view  the object to fit the view seen on these images 

5) Ajuste each projection to the UVimage.

6) Create as many material as UVImages. 

7) Assign the materiel to the proper meshes. 

8) Assign the Uvtext to the material

9) Assigner the texture image to the material

9) Render to check the result

10) Create a new image and bake texture only to the new image.

gimisa@yahoo.fr
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